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ICMP

Internet or network layer protocol

Mainly used to send error messages

typically in response to IP datagrams

Packet transmission is not guaranteed

packets can get lost and corrupted
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With scapy you can generate ICMP packets with the correspondingly named constructor.



ICMP Structure

ICMP packet consists of a header and 
padding data

type and code

ID and sequence
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Not all of these header fields are necessarily used at the same time. 
Note: ICMP header also contains a checksum value.



ICMP Types and Codes

Echo request and reply types (code not used)

Time Exceeded (code determines why)

TTL expired in transit

Destination unreachable (code determines 
why)

fragmentation required and DF set

destination xxx unreachable
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These are obviously just sample ICMP types and codes. See http://www.iana.org/
assignments/icmp-parameters for more information.
With scapy, an echo request packet is created with: IP(dst=”target.example.com”)/ICMP()
and an echo request/reply session (ie. pinging a target) is initiated with: ans, unans = sr(IP
(dst=”target.example.com”)/ICMP())
Each of these fields may be set as follows:
  ICMP(type=”echo-request”) or ICMP(type=”echo-reply”)
  ICMP(type=”dest-unreach”, code=”port-unreachable”) or ICMP(type=”dest-unreach”, 
code=10)



ICMP ID and Sequence

ID and sequence numbers used with an 
ICMP or echo reply

ID is needed because we need to tie an ICMP 
echo request with its associated reply

sequence is needed because packet order is 
important with multiple ICMP echo requests

reply order will tell us what ICMP echo 
request packets were dropped
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In scapy, the id and seq fields of the ICMP constructor set these values in a packet



Smurf Attack

This is a DOS attack that uses amplification

Send a broadcast packet to a network

spoof source IP address to be victim 
address

everyone who responds now replies to the 
victim

1 ICMP broadcast, many replies!
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In scapy, this packet would be something like (assuming that 255.255.255.255 is our 
broadcast address): IP(src=”victim.example.com”, dst=”255.255.255.255”)/ICMP()



Ping of Death
IP packets should have a maximum size of 
65535 bytes

this obviously doesn’t stop you creating 
larger packets!!

Ping of death sends ICMP packets of 65536 
bytes or more to a target machine

in some cases, the large packet size causes a 
buffer overflow during packet reassembly

ie. DOS attack!!
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65535 bytes represents the maximum size that we need for the packet reassembly buffer. 
The attack is not restricted to ICMP packets, it can be configured to work with other 
protocols (eg. TCP and UDP).
In scapy you craft this packet with something like: fragment(IP(dst=”target.example.com”)/
ICMP()/(“X”*65536))
- here “X”*65536 creates our packet payload (ie. 65536 X-characters) and the fragment 
method ensures the illegal oversized packet is fragmented for transmission (thus ensuring a 
problem with packet reassembly!).



ICMP Tunnels

Idea is to setup a communication link using 
ICMP requests and replies

Communication link may be unreliable

ICMP padding data could be anything

including wrapping of a TCP data stream

Many firewalls don’t block ICMP packets

excellent covert communication channel!!
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Examples: ICMPShell and PingTunnel.
We can also do this in scapy with something like: send(IP(dst=”receiver.example.com”)/ICMP
()/”My super-secret message!”)
- here we simple send a secret message to receiver.example.com and expect no reply. If we 
used the sr function to send the packet, we could use the echo reply as a way of guaranteeing 
message delivery!



UDP
Transport layer protocol in the TCP/IP model

Packet transmission is not guaranteed

packets can get lost

delayed packets are to be avoided

packets can get corrupted

application layer does error detection!

packets are simply sent (no 
acknowledgement or handshaking)
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Stateless transmission protocol. Good for realtime data streams.
Duplicate packets are not discarded. Packets can arrive out of order, but no reordering is 
done!
As you might expect by now, the UDP constructor allows us to construct such packets in 
scapy.



UDP Structure

UDP packet has header and data sections

Header is essentially just the source and 
destination ports
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Technically, header also has a length field and a checksum field.
In scapy, we use the dport and sport fields to set these values in a packet.



Snort IDS
NIC traffic is sniffed and analyzed using rules

when rules fire/match, alerts are generated

match based on:

source/destination IP address and port

flags, data contents, etc.

traffic direction/flow

can also chain rule matching (ie. conjunction) 
for a number or count of packets
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Look at http://snort.org to learn more about snort.
On this course, we will be primarily interested in using snort in replay mode (see this weeks 
practicals) so that we can identify network packets in TCP dumps that might correspond to 
malicious traffic.



IDS Sniffing
IDS needs to see all traffic that passes it

use a hub (copies all packets)

mirror port of a switch to sniff packets

also possible to sniff passively

Receive only cable:

Snort IDS

Switch

send

receive

15pF
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Simply cutting the send pair is not sufficient. Above is easiest solution to building a stealth 
IDS cable. Other tricks are possible!
Reference: http://www.sunzidigital.com/samngms/sniffing_cable/



Snort Rules

alert udp any 555 -> 10.1.0.0 666 (pcre:"/^u\d{7}$/i"; msg: "answer 2a";)

rule header rule options

alert tcp any 31337 -> 10.1.0.0 1:1024
(flags: FRP; pcre:"/^u\d{7}$/i" ; ttl:48; id:242; 

seq:\xa1d96; ack:\x53; msg: "answer 2b";)

student ID

TCP flags FIN, RST and PSH destination ports 1-1024
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In scapy, we could test the first snort rule using: send(IP(dst=”10.1.0.0”)/UDP(sport=555, 
dport=666)/”u1234567”)


